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THROUGH THE HEDGEROW:  
DÉJÀ VU ON THE HIGH LINE 

 
By Sue Grumet, Master Gardener Volunteer 

 
The official name it was given was “Around the alley”, and every child in my Queens 
neighborhood on 86th Avenue knew it well.  For city kids accustomed to playing stickball and 
jump-rope in the middle of the street, “Around the alley” was a protected oasis of green in a 
community of cement and macadam.  It was created as a cul-de-sac access way for the 
fourteen attached row houses in the middle of my 
“block” to get to their backyard garages. Since most 
residents used these garages for storage, very few cars 
ventured back there, and it was further sheltered by 
cement retaining walls built for the apartment houses 
located behind it on the hill.  As an added bonus, this 
driveway was built as a dirt road paved in gravel, giving 
us kids a touch of “Mayberry” in the heart of Queens.   
And unlike the postage-stamp gardens fronting most 
houses on 86th Avenue, “Around the alley” was wild 
and untamed.  Tall weedy grasses grew with abandon 
there, and trees sprouted up alongside the garages.  
Squirrels, birds, and bugs all thrived in its leafy 
wildness.  We neighborhood kids could safely dig for 
worms, set up our “wagon trains” for camp, and send 
gravel flying with our bike tires back there.  On summer 
nights, the attraction was that much greater, for unlike 
the bright streetlights of 86th Avenue, “Around the alley” 
was dark, glowing with fireflies and alive with the sound 
of crickets. It was the closest thing to the countryside 
we would ever know in our city neighborhood, and we 
spent every moment of our free time playing there. 
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Fast forward more decades than I care to admit and here I am touring the High Line park in 
downtown Manhattan.  Deja vu!  This, to me, is “Around the alley” writ large.  The apartment 
house canyons are here, too, towering above the tree-line of the park, and wild grasses seem to 
grow with the same abandon. Our tour takes 
place on a Tuesday morning, and yet the trail is 
packed with visitors – all luxuriating in the 
beauty of gardens, grasses, and woods located 
in the middle of a bustling city.  What an 
amazing place – and as if to illustrate the adage 
of “build it and they will come”, the High Line 
park is slowly being engulfed by new 
development.  It seems more and more people 
want to live near its greenness, and the 
neighborhood that surrounds it has become a 
very desirable and expensive place to live.  No 
mystery there, as my “Around the alley” friends 
would agree, but how did this remarkable park 
come to be? 
 
The High Line was constructed in 1934 as an elevated train track that ferried goods from 34th 
Street to Saint John’s Park Terminal on Spring Street.  It was designed to eliminate pedestrian 
accidents (a lot of them!) and traffic delays by going over the streets in a direct route while 

transporting cargo and supplies to industrial points in lower 
Manhattan.  By 1980, however, the use of interstate trucking had 
rendered it obsolete, and it was closed down.  Several neighborhood 
residents had petitioned to have the tracks demolished, but it was 
rescued in the nick of time by a court petition by Chelsea activist and 
train enthusiast Peter Obletz. In 1999, Chelsea residents Robert 
Hammond and Joshua David started a community association called 
Friends of the High Line to preserve the rail line, with the hopes of 
constructing a greenway park on the structure. 

 
It is interesting to note that once the train traffic ceased in 1980, the High Line became a 
destination to many area residents who illegally scaled its heights to enjoy its wildness.  One 
might say it was an unofficial park way 
before it became a legitimate one.  No 
longer cleared and maintained by the 
railroad, wild grasses and indigenous plants 
started to self-seed around the tracks, 
followed by the spontaneous growth of 
cottonwood and sumac trees.   
 
Understandably, this greenery must have 
been a magnet (as it is now) to residents 
who wanted to get away from all the 
concrete below. To honor these wild 
beginnings, the High Line park has 
maintained rough stretches of trail that 
incorporate the same plant and tree species 
that originally populated the deserted rail 
tracks.   
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Official planning for the park began in earnest in 
2002-2003, when a study done by the Friends of 
the High Line determined that a project of this 
scope was financially feasible.  A design 
competition was proposed, and in 2004 a design 
team consisting of James Corner Field 
Operations, Diller, Scofidio, and Renfro, 
landscape designers, and Piet Oudolf, plant 
designer was selected.  The following year, 2005, 
the City of New York accepted ownership of the 
High Line, and groundbreaking began in the 
spring of 2006. The rest is history, with the 
current trail being opened in three separate 
sections over the course of five years. 

 
The park remains a work in progress, and there 
is an incredible amount of plant diversity and 
points of interest along its mile and a half span. 
Literature for the Friends of the High Line 
describe its many features best: “The park is a 
unique public space built on top of a 1930’s-era 
elevated rail line that hovers 30 feet above 
Manhattan’s West Side.  It is the first public park 
of its kind in the United States.  Each phase of 
the High Line adds new, creative twists to the 
design that has now become synonymous with 
the High Line – planking, peel-up benches, 
custom wooden furniture, public gathering areas, 
children’s exploration areas, and unique city 
viewpoints that allow visitors to really submerge 
themselves into the city”. 
 

“It retains the original railroad tracks from the industrial 
structure and restored steel elements including its 
signature art deco railings.  An integrated system of 
concrete pathways, seating areas, and special features 
blend with naturalistic planting areas to create a 
singularly sensational landscape.  Pebbles along the 
concrete walkway unify the trail, which swells and 
constricts, swinging from side to side, meandering its 
way along the river.” 
 
The High Line also has a sophisticated irrigation system 
built into its construction, and most soil depths are no 
more than 18 inches.  Given this limited soil structure, 
composts and amendments must be added on a large 
scale to keep plants and trees happy and nourished.  
Surprisingly, there is also a section of woodland with 
trees of a decent size that serve as a canopy to a varied 
collection of shade plants and shrubs.  Grasses are 
abundant here and add a great deal of interest during 
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the fall and winter seasons in the park, as do 
strategically placed sculptures and art 
installations.  There is also a large lawn area for 
lounging in the warmer months, and this section 
remains one of the more popular meeting places 
on the line. 
 
As expected, the High Line is a sustainable green 
structure that functions much like a green roof.  
Pathways allow water to drain into adjacent 
planting beds through the use of open joints 
between planks.  This design significantly cuts 
down on the amount of storm-water that drains off 
of the site and into the sewer system. The park has also recycled many of the original elements 
of the rail line and incorporated them into furniture and design elements. 

 
And lest you think all this wonder is draining our city 
coffers dry, an amazing 98% of the funding for the High 
Line is raised through the Friends of the High Line 
organization as well as various corporate sponsors.  This 
most certainly is a win/win for residents and the city 
budget. 
 
A visit to the High Line is truly a sensory experience on 
many levels and should be on every garden-lovers 
bucket list.  Much like the Hudson River which borders it 
on one side, (and surely was a reference point) the trail 
meanders organically throughout its mile and a half 
stretch.  And while everything growing here looks almost 
like it just “happened”, rest assured this place is tended 
with the same attention to detail as the finest English 
border gardens.   
 
And now back to that “Deja-vu” moment…Judging from 
the runaway success of this remarkable public park, it is 

obvious that visitors from all walks of life are experiencing and creating their own “Around the 
alley”-type connections and memories here too. 
 
Visit their website at www.thehighline.org   

 
 

A RARE AND UNUSUAL NATIVE TREE 
By Joyce Tomaselli CCEDC Community Horticulture Educator 

 
Last month I wrote about a local Maclura pomifera, Osage orange tree. Another intriguing native 
tree is Gymnocladus dioicus, the Kentucky coffee tree.  The tree is hardy from zones 3b to 7, 
tolerates acid to alkaline soil (pH 5.0 to 8.0) and grows in moist well-drained soil but also in soil 
with prolonged dry periods. It is not harmed by salt or pollution and is basically pest free.  Its 
huge leaves are bipinnately compound, pink-bronze in spring, bluish-green in summer and 
yellow in autumn. Unfortunately its seeds are huge, poisonous and rarely germinate.  

http://www.thehighline.org/
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The word Gymnocladus comes from the Greek for naked branch. The word dioicus relates to 
dioecious, meaning that there are male and female trees. The trees leaf out later in spring than 
most others, and lose their leaves early, but the seed pods linger throughout the winter. It is of 
the Fabaceae (legume) family, which can be seen from its seed form. This is the only species of 
Gymnocladus native to North America.  
 

         
 
Native Americans in many regions utilized Kentucky coffee 
tree for food, medicine, and in their recreational and 
ceremonial practices. George Washington’s diaries from the 
late 1700s contain the first known account of the name 
“coffee tree”, based on the use by early settlers of the seeds 
as a substitute for coffee. Note: the seeds and pods are 
poisonous! They contain an alkaloid which is thought to be 
neutralized in a long roasting process. Fortunately the 
resulting “brew” tasted bad and the practice was abandoned.   

 
There is a stand of Kentucky coffee tree near 
where I live. An elderly neighbor who grew up on 
the road told me years ago that they are the 
northern-most stand in New York. I’m not sure if 
that is true, but they certainly are rare throughout 
the Northeast.  
 
The tree’s rarity goes back to its seed. The pod’s 
shell is hard and contains 3-8 seeds in a sticky 
pulp. Thousands of years ago, when large 
herbivores such as mastodons and rhinos roamed 
North America, they ate the seedpods. Their 
digestive systems broke down the seeds which, 
when excreted in a pile of dung, eventually 
germinated. Today no large animals perform that 
task. (In fact, if seedpods are ingested by cattle or 
horses, they are reported to kill the animal. Even 
squirrels avoid the seeds). Modern germination 
advice is to soak the seeds for 4-6 hours in 
concentrated sulfuric acid before planting them.  
 

http://www.hort.uconn.edu/plants/plantPhotos/gymdio07.jpg
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The trees do spread modestly by root sprouting, but prefer full sun so tend to shade out 
saplings. Occasionally seeds may be transported by water downstream but rarely germinate. 
The stand I’ve watched is on a small stream which flows along the road for a few miles. I can 
find no seedlings downstream.   
 
I’ve collected several seedpods to experiment with different germination methods. I’ll report on 
the success or failure next year.   

 

WEBSITES TO VISIT 
 

 Friends of the High Line  

 List and photos of plants on the High Line 

 Gymnocladus dioicus USDA Plant Guide 

 American Museum of Natural History on Kentucky Coffee Tree  

 Polygonum virginianum information 

 
 
 

PLANT ID QUIZ 
 

                       
 
Last month’s quiz: This perennial has 
showy leaves and tiny little flowers. I’ve 
seen it more often in white. The plant is 
Persicaria virginianum syn. Polygonum 
virginianum also known as Jumpseed, a 
native plant.  

 
On the right is a better photo of the flowers 
from the Lady Bird Johnson Website. There 
are pink varieties as well as white ones.  

              
      
 
 
 
 

http://www.thehighline.org/visit/
http://www.thehighline.org/visit/#/plants
http://plants.usda.gov/plantguide/pdf/cs_gydi.pdf
https://www.amnh.org/learn/musings/FA01/h_mb.htm
http://www.wildflower.org/plants/result.php?id_plant=POVI2
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 Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 

Have any gardening questions? 
 
The Horticulture Hotline, (845) 677-5067 is closed for the season. Questions can be submitted 
through our website at www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening  Samples for identification or 
diagnosis can be submitted all year long.  There is a $15 fee for samples. Visit our Horticulture 
Diagnostic Lab page for more resources and information on our services. 
 
HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Nancy 
Halas at nh26@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org.  
 
 
 
          
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  

 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 

http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening
http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/horticulture-diagnostic-lab
http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/horticulture-diagnostic-lab
mailto:nh26@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/

